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Hermite-Birkhoff Interpolation by Spiines 
AVRAHAM A. MELKXLYP~ 
It is noteworthy that even for polynomials the Hermite-Birkhoff $lBj 
interpolation problem, whereby at any one point the values of scattered 
derivatives may be specified, remains open in the sense that there is no 
condition which is both necessary and suf?icient for poisedness, i.e.. the 
existence of a unique solution when the points of interpoiation are chosen 
arbitrarily except for their order. Denoting the degree of the interpolating 
polynomial p(s) by n, there is on the one hand the necessary Polya condition 
according to which the total number of interpolation requirements on the 
Ith and higher derivatives cannot exceed I? + 1 - I, the number of free 
parameters of p’“)(x). On the other hand, the question of the strongest 
possible sufhcient condition ensuring poisedness was considered by a number 
of authors: Atkinson and Sharma [I], Ferguson [Z], Karlin and Karen [4], 
and Lorentz [6], following Schoenberg’s seminal paper [!3] (for a recent 
review see Sharma [15] or Lorentz [7]). The following su%cient con&ticl: is 
at present the strongest known: the polynomial WE interpoiation problem 
is poised if the Polya conditions hold and if the interpolation requirements 
at any one point, when not of Hermite type. either involve an even number 
of successive derivatives or, failing that, are “unsupported.” 
The main result of this work is to show that the same condition is suficient 
to ensure that the HB spline interpolation problem is poised, provided that 
the knots of the spline and the interpolation points interlace properly. The 
interlacing has to be such that in any subinterval the total number of inter= 
polation requirements on the Ith and higher derivatives of the spline s(x) 
does not exceed the number of free parameters determining s!“~,.x) in that 
subinterval. We also include in our treatment the possibihty, new eaten in the 
context of polynomials, that the spline is required to fu!hIl certain mixed 
boundary conditions, involving linear combinations of the derivatives at 
both end points. In both of these questions we follow the lead of Karlin 
and Karen [4]. 
We want to emphasize that, in the sufficient condition for HB spline 
interpolation, the placement of the knots and points is arbitrary except for 
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the necessary interlacing condition, in contrast to, e.g., Schoenberg [14], 
Meir and Sharma [lo], where the interpolation points coincide with the knots. 
Therefore apart from their independent interest our results are of importance 
in ascertaining the unicity of best approximation by monotone splines, as 
indicated by the work of Lorentz and Zeller [9]. 
The method of proof we use here is an extension of the one used in an 
earlier article [12] to prove the uniqueness of Hermite interpolation. It is 
based on a sharpened version of the Budan-Fourier theorem as obtained 
in [I I]. Since this approach is somewhat different from the one customarily 
employed we illustrate its use by deriving in Section 1 the largely known 
results on polynomial HB interpolation. Since the method carries over 
virtually unchanged to splines we are free to concentrate on the features 
peculiar to splines when turning to the derivation of the necessary conditions, 
Section 2, and the sufficient condition, Section 3, for the poisedness of the 
HB spline interpolation problem. 
1. POLYNOMIAL HB INTERPOLATION WITH MIXED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Let there be given M points in (a, b), CI < x1 < .‘ce < ... < 3~~~~ < 6, the 
set I of 17 + 1 - r ordered pairs (i,,j) 1 < i < IIf, 0 <.j < n and the data 
fijj (i, j) E I. Consider the interpolation problem 
(1.1) 
for polynomials of degree 17 satisfying the r independent boundary conditions 
f [aijp”‘(a) + bijp’“-j’(b)] = tii ) 
j=O 
i = l,..., I’. (1.2) 
The question is under what conditions on the set I and the boundary form 
C = !/ I\ atj \l;=,,J,, , () b;, IjG1,& /i it will be possible to find a unique solution 
for any selection of points, arbitrary except for their order. When this is the 
case the problem will be called poised. Since the poisedness of the interpola- 
tion problem may, and will be, ascertained by determining when the homo- 
geneous problem has only the trivial solution, it will be convenient to approach 
it, following Schoenberg [ 131, via the M x (IZ + 1) incidence matrix E = I/ .cij 11 
where 
efj = 1, G, j > E I, 
= 0, otherwise. 
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We wili say that p(s) interpolates (X, E, C) if p”j(.xJ = 0 whenever eij = i 
and if it satisfies the homogeneous boundary conditions (1.2) Denote 
i.e, Ml is the total number of interpolation requirements up to and inciuding 
the ith derivative. Denote further 
Cl(l) = 11 !’aij I;~==,,:=, , 11 bij1!61,:1,,-c in, p(l) = rank C,(i). (l.$) 
The fundamental necessary condition for poisedness, the Polya condition. 
then reads here as follows, cf., Ferguson [2]. 
THEOREM 1‘ 1. Let M, + r = n + 1. Then the aboce problem is poked 
Ol?lJ q- 
11fl t p(l) 3 1 + 1, 1 = Q,.,., il. (l.Si: 
As usual, e.g., Atkinson and Sharma El], Ferguson [I], when for some i 
equality occurs in (1.5) the interpolation problem can be decomposed into 
two problems of lower degree. fn order to state this result assume for 
simplicity that C is arranged so that for all I 
and 
Denote 
corresponding to the boundary conditions 
n-i-l 
C [~i,j+~:~p’j’(a) + b,jyc”-7-1-j’(b)j = 
I4 
THEOREM 1.2. Let (E, C) describe an HB polynomial infe~polatioilprobien? 
of degree 12 and suppose that for some v, 0 ,( v < ti - 1, M,, + pu = v + 1 j 
Then the$rst Z) + 1 colunms of E constitute a (V -C I)-incidence matrix El J 
the lasr n - v colwnns of E constitute a (n - v)-incidence matrix E2 ; and the 
interpolation problem (E, C) is poised if and on/~ $f both qf fhe iilterpolutio!z 
problems (El , Cl(v)) arzd (E, ~ C,(v)) are poised. 
Example I. 1. Consider the incidence matrix ~1 $yE !i with boundary 
conditions p(0) = p(I) and ~‘~‘(1) = -pc4;(Ij. Here MI + p(E) = 2 hence 
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the problem is decomposable and poised if and only if the problem I[ 10 11, 
together with a boundary condition of either p(0) = p(l) or p(1) = -p’(l), 
is poised. Though this problem is clearly poised we would not be able to 
deduce so directly from Theorem 1.3 because there is a “supported odd 
block” and the boundary form is not SC, . 
The proofs of the previous theorems can be found in [2], when allowance 
is made for the inclusion of the boundary conditions. The importance of 
Theorem 1.2 lies in the fact that it enlarges the class of interpolation problems 
for which poisedness can be demonstrated, there being no condition which is 
both necessary and sufficient for poisedness. Only when the data at the 
interior points are Hermite and the boundary conditions satisfy a sign- 
consistency condition, Postulate I, is there a necessary and sufficient condition, 
namely the Polya condition, see [ll]. 
In proving poisedness under more general criteria, our method will be 
to assume to the contrary that there exists a nontrivial polynomial P(X) 
interpolating (X, E, C), and then to show that a contradiction ensues when 
its degree is taken to be exactly m: no < n, because the interpolation con- 
ditions imply the occurence of too many “zeros.” The latter lower bound for 
for the number of zeros will follow from a sharpened version of the Budan- 
Fourier theorem, which we proceed to state. Given p(x), a polynomial of 
degree n, define 
np (mj; S) = s+(p”“(x));L + s+(( - 1)” p”‘(x));I - (I? - m) (1.7) 
where S+(U,)~~ denotes the maximum number of sign changes in the ordered 
sequence a,, , a,,+l ,..., a, when each zero is replaced by +l or - 1. Let 
4’i ) i = I,..., N, be all the distinct points in (a, b) (in their natural order) at 
which any of the derivatives of p(x) vanishes, and denote 
Y(p’“‘); (a, b)) = ?fl Y(P”‘? ?,A 
We then have the following crucial identity, see [l I]. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let the polynomial p(x) be of degree II exactly. Then 
I’(~; (a, b)) + S+((--l)‘p”‘(a)); f S+(pCi’(b)),” = n. (1.8) 
This sharpened version of the Budan-Fourier theorem is an easy consequence 
of the fact that 
~+((-l)~p’yy.))” + ,+(p(f’( p: ))” 1 0 .J+l 0 
= l$l [S+((- l)iP’“‘(Jj + E)),” + S+(pyvr+l - E))I] = M. 
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Up; (a, b)) + Iii; [S+((-l)“yCi)(.a + E>)I: + .?7(~(~‘(b - E)):] 
= Y(p(“‘); (a, b)) + n7. (l‘9.i 
The corollary may be viewed as an extension of Rolle’s theorem because 
Y(P(“~); (a: b)) = Z(pcnr); (a, b)) + 2/7,, , Z(p(n’); (a, 5)) denoting the tota; 
number of zeros ofp(~P~) in (a, b) and h,,, an integer with h, > h, 2 ..’ 3 h:; -fn. 
The importance of the identities (1.8), (1.9) lies in the following properties 
of the Y-function, which show that it is analogous to, but stronger than, the 
number of zeros at a point. 
a. Y(p; x-) > 0. (Lno; 
b. For a block of Hermite zero data of iength I at 2, p(“)(Z) = 0, 
i’ = o,..., I - 1, 
Y(p: F) 2 1. (l.ar) 
c. For an even block of zero data of length ZZ, p(“)(X-) = 0, i = jS...* 
j f 211~ - 1: 
Y(p; ,V) 3 2171. (1.12) 
d. For an odd block of zero data of length 2.~ + 1, yCo(.U) = 0, 
. . 
7 =J,~.., ] + 2m 
Y(p; 2) > 2nz + 2s (p”-“(.T), -p’j+““‘+yX)). (1.13) 
Furthermore the end point terms in (1.8) and (1~9) are intimately tied up 
with the requirements on the boundary form. In order to state these in a 
form applicable also to splines with a total of k knots, assume the number k 
to be given and form 
Note that for polynomials k = 0. 
POSTULATE I. The matrix /I d,.,.+,(k), Br,7G+l /; is sign-consistalt of order 
r(SC,) and has rank r (a matrix U is said to be SC,. if aiE r x r nmzero sub- 
determinants of U hace the same sign). 
The connection between this requirement and (1.8): (1.9) is provided 
by the following property, a proof of which can be found in 1121. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Let the I’ x (n + 1) matrix 11 d,.,,+,(k), Br.lz+I I\ be of 
rank r, I’ < 2(n + l), and SC,. . If [I Aq,,I+l(k), B .,., 1+1 I/, 0 < 1 < n, is of 
rank p(Z) then either p(Z) = 2(1+ 1) 01’ else S+(V,)~(“+~) > r for every vector 
VT = h ,..-> ql+~)) satisfying IJ(-l)l.--p(I)~~~.l+l(k), B .,l+l 1) v = 0. 
In order to illustrate the use of this proposition consider a polynomial of 
exact degree 1, 1 < II, which satisfies the homogenous boundary conditions 
(1.2), the boundary form conforming to Postulate I with k = 0. Then 
Proposition 1.2 shows that 
S+((-l)ip(“)(a))i + Sf(p(i)(b))i 3 p(l) - S+(q,(‘)(a), p’“‘(b)), (1.15) 
where E = (- l)r-p(l)+n-z. Note that if I = n then the right-hand side becomes 
I, and that the last term is completely missing when the boundary conditions 
are separated. 
We come now to the statement of the strongest sufficient condition ensuring 
poisedness. For its description we need the following concept, cf., [8]. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A sequence of consecutive l’s in row i of E, eij = 
eij+l = ... = eij+z = 1, such that eij-r = 0 is called a supported block if 
there are prescriptions on derivatives of strictly lower order than the jth 
in both 
(i) an earlier row of E or in LJ,.,n+l (i.e., rank Y?,.,~ 3 l), 
(ii) a later row of E or in B,..,+l (i.e., rank B,,,? 2 1). 
A sequence of consecutive l’s constitutes an odd (everz) block if it begins in 
column 1 or later and contains an odd (even) number of 1’s. In this con- 
nection note properties (1.12), (1.13). An instance of a supported odd block 
was given in Example 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let the boundary form C fulJill Postulate I with k = 0 
and assume that the incidence matrix E sati$es the Polya condition (1.5). 
If E does not contain supported odd blocks then the polynomial interpolation 
problem (E, C) is poised. 
Proof. Suppose to begin with that E contains no odd blocks at all. Assume 
contrary to the assertion of the theorem that p(x), a polynomial of degree 1 
exactly, interpolates (.X, E, C). Then by (l.lO)-(1.12) Y(p; (a, b)) > ML . 
Hence using (1.15) and substituting in (1.8) yields the bound 
Al, + p(l) - S+(Ep(‘)(a), pc2’(b)) < 1. 
This clearly contradicts the Polya condition (1.5) when the latter involves 
strict inequality, 2M1 + p(l) > I + 1. A contradiction is also reached when 
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Ml T p(l) -= I + 1 because of the following consideration, p(x) being a 
polynomial of degree 1, E cannot contain a prescription on the Ith derivative 
and consequently the prescriptions on derivatives higher than the Ith can 
come cnly in even blocks, i.e., 11 + 1 - r - Ml must be even. Thns 
7 - p(j) -“*II - I is even and ~T(E$~)(N), p”)(b)) = 0. Ncte that this added 
consideration is superfluous when the boundary ccnditions are separated. 
Consider now the case that E does contain unsupported odd blocks, 
in the rows corresponding to the points ?‘1 ,,~., Jo,-, , J;+~ ,... I J’,,, . with 
(J>,-~ , J;,,~) containing all the Hermite data though 4~3~ , J’~+~) may contain 
even blocks. Suppose that the highest odd block at j’i 1 i =+ p, starts at vi ) 
hence ii1 3 I:~ > ... 3 v,-~ > 0 < vu+1 < ..’ SG i,~,,,, ~ Assume again that 
there exists a nontrivial polynomial interpolating (X, E, C). We will presently 
prove the following lemma, which says that an unsupported odd block 
contribmes its length either to the Y-function or to the ntunber of sign 
changes at the boundaries, and, moreover, the latter do not overlap the 
sign-changes contributed by the boundary conditions. 
Y(p. in. ii)) 7 ijy [S+i( -l)‘yci)(a f c)): + Si(p”‘(b - e)):p] 3 Me ~ (1.16) 
With this lemma in hand we may proceed as before, since the assumption 
of the odd blocks being unsupported implies in particular that the matrix 
Hence , e,g.? when f = II, 
Similarly, if the degree of p(x) is taken to be i with vz -< ! <: V~ and v,,, -g J’, 
then according to (1.16) 
while rank II clij 11~~=1,,~=0 = 0 (the odd block starting at pi is nnsupported) 
and therefore Sf(p(i)(b)),!,L > p(l). 
Proof of Lenznzn 1.1. For simplicity take the degree of P(x) to be II. 
Consider the interval (I:+~. I,~), j < p - 1. Since the odd block at 5’; : 
starting at vj is unsupported, all the interpolation conditions at points in 
(yjP1 , J.~), whose total number we denote M,(J3j-1 . .I*;), must come in even 
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blocks starting at least as high as vj . Hence by (l.lO), (1.12) Y(p’“j); 
(yrA1 , yj)) 2 A&( yjel , yJ. By Corollary 1.1 it follows now that 
Y(p; (yj-1 ) yj)) + lf~ [S+((-l)ip’i’(yj-l + ~))y,1 + Si(p’i’(E!j - E))Yd] - Vj 
b Mn(Yj-1 T Yj). (1.17) 
Moreover Y(p cVj); ~7~) equals at least the number of conditions at yj on the 
vjth and higher derivatives of p, since as far as p("j) is concerned the odd 
block at JJ~ starting at vj constitutes Hermite data while higher blocks are 
even. Observing that lim,,, S+((- l)i~‘~)(y, + E)):+~ counts the remaining 
conditions at yj , we get 
Y(p; J:j) - ‘:$I [S+(p’Q$ - e))? + S+((- 1)” pyyj + E&J+'] - vj 
= y( ph); yj) + 1i.E S+((4)i pci’( yj + E))r:fl 3 &(J!j)~ (1.18) 
Upon adding the inequalities (1.17) for j = I, 1 + 1 and (1.18) for j = 1 one 
obtains 
Hence by induction, choosing yli arbitrarily in (yuP1 , yrr+& 
Y(p; (a 1: ,-II )) + lim S+((-1)” pti)(a + c)>"' CL0 #J 2 fif,(a, J',) 
and similarly, 
Y(p; (y, ) b)) + ‘:$I S+(p'vJ - E))C 2 M,(y, ) b) 
from which the lemma is easily deducible. 
2. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR HB INTERPOLATION BY SPLINES 
We consider interpolation by splines of degree n with the set of k knots 
8 = {&J: ) a < f1 < t2 < ..- < 5,: < b, satisfying the boundary conditions 
(1.2). R coincidences of successive S’s are permitted, R < n + 1, indicating 
a knot of multiplicity R at that point, i.e., the spline is of continuity class 
C”-R in the neighborhood of f. Equivalently, we will sometimes denote the 
knots in B by rli, i = l,..., L, Q < 1/Z < ... < qL where the knot qi has 
multiplicity Rf and Ct==, R+ = k. 
We denote by XT = {xi”>” 1 1, IV[ = 72 + 1 + k - Y - MI-, the ordered set 
of points at which there are interpolation requirements on the Zth and higher 
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derivatives of the spline, with the understanding that when there are nz such 
interpolation conditions at the same point then that point is included n? times 
in the set. Since we are dealing with splines, the interpolation conditions on 
the splice I(X) at a knot rli may take three forms: a condition on t”J(rj-‘: 
for j > 12 + 1 - R,( , on t(j)(~) for j < fi - Ri ? or on t ‘j;(:‘liml) for j > II -I- 
1 , - Ri. In this case 7ii-, 7; and rli+ are separately included in precisely that. 
order, each as many times as is appropriate. The only iimitation imposed is 
that there be no conditions on t”n+l-R’)(-qi-) and t’i’“l-“J(~i+) at the same 
time. for that would reduce the multiplicity of the knot by one, as far as the 
homogenous problem is concerned. 
These additional interpolation possibilities complicate the notion of the 
incidence matrix for at a knot qi the corresponding row of E splits into two 
rows at j = yt + 1 - Ri , the upper (lower) one containing the interpolation; 
conditions on vi-(Q+). Consequently some caution is also needed in the 
definition of an even or odd block at Ti : for example when there are conditions 
OII t!jj(yij9 j = I,..., n - Ri, and t(j)(yj-), j = II + I - R, ).,., IIT - I, then 
together they form an even or odd block depending on whether m - I is 
even or odd. Thus for example the following incidence matrix corresponding 
to the pomts x1, q9 x2, for a spline of degree 3 with a double knot at 7, 
contains no odd blocks, 
1 10 01 
1 0 
O I 0 oi’ 
1 1 0 011 
We will see that this interpolation problem is in fact poised. 
Our exploration of the spline HB interpolation problem follows the 
path of the polynomial case. We start off therefore with the analogue of the 
Polya condition. Let EI(l) stand for the knots of a spline t(.U>, interpolating 
(A’, E, C, 27) when t’z+l)(x) = 0; the number of knots in &(i’) is kE = 
CfY, max(R, + I - ~2, 0). Then, with the notation of Theorem 1.1, the 
Polya condition reads as follows. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ilfn + I’ = II f 1 f k. Then the spline hzteipalation 
problem (X, E, C, 8) call be poised only if 
Ml + p(l) 2 2 + 1 + kc, 1 = o,..., n - i. (2.l) 
The proof of this theorem is a transcription to splines of the proof of 
Theorem I I, and is therefore omitted. The same is true for the proof of the 
following decomposition result, corresponding to Theorem 1.2. Denote by 
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E2(l) the complement of E,(f) with respect to 8, 5,(j) contains a total of 
&, min(fz - I, RJ knots. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (X, E, C, ,!?) describe a HB interpolation problem fol 
splines of degree n, and suppose that for some EJ, 0 < v < II, Mu + p(v) = 
v + I + k,. . Then the first v + 1 columns of E constitute a (v + I)-incidence 
matrix, E1 , . the last n - v columns constitute a (n - v)-incidence matrix 
EP ; and (X, E, C, 3) is poised if and only if both (X, E1 , C. (v), sI (v)) 
and (X, E2 , C,(v), S?(v)) are poised. 
As usual with spline interpolation, the knots of the spline and the inter- 
polation points must interlace properly for poisedness to be possible. For 
the knots and points must be distributed so that the total number of conditions 
from a given derivative and up in any subinterval does not exceed the number 
of parameters that determine that derivative in the subinterval. In order to 
formulate this condition more precisely we need a few notations. Denote by 
KC% 3 7”) = c2:+1 Ri the number of t’s in 9 interior to the interval (?I~, , T”) 
and by N,[qU , ~“1 the number of points of X, in [Q , Q], i.e., the number of 
requirements on the Zth and higher derivatives at points in [TV , ~1, including 
possible points ?lU+, qU , yU , vly- (but excluding qU-, qV+). Further, adopting 
the convention (1.6), denote r*(I + 1) = I’ - p(l), rank Ij a,j j/~~=p~lj+l,~~z+l = 
p*(l + 1) and rank I/ bij ~/~~=p,,,+l,~~~-” = q*(l+ I). 
THEOREM 2.3. The spline interpolation problem (X, E, C, S) can be poised 
only if the following set of conditions, the interlacing conditions, holds for all I, 
0 <&1x. 
1. N,(a, 7J + r*(Z) - q*(l) < 12 + 1 - I + K(a, 7J, for all 7Ll . 
2. N,[r, , b) + r*(Z) -p*(l) < 12 + 1 - I + K(r, , b), for all n, . 
3. NLlju , q,l < 12 + 1 - I + K(q, , rlJ,for all 11~ <7”. 
4. Nda, ~1 + NhY, b) + r*(l) < 2(n + 1 - 0 + K(a, 4 .+ 
K(rv , &for all 7u < 7,. . 
ProoJ: Denote by K,(7, , 7,) the number of knots of t(l)(x) in the interior 
of (7,) 7”)) i.e., each knot 7 of t(x) of multiplicity R being counted only 
min(n + 1 - I, R) times. We want to demonstrate first that the above set of 
conditions is equivalent to the seemingly stronger set of conditions obtained 
by replacing 0, q,), KC?, , Q>, I((rlil , b) by &(a, rlu), &CT,, , +d ~i(~~p , b). 
Let us show for example that condition 3 implies N,[Y,~ 5 T,] < II + I - 
I + K,(rlu , 7,). This is certainly the case if (qS, rV) contains only knots of 
multiplicity at most 12 + 1 - 1. Assuming the assertion to be true by induction 
when (yU , Q) contains 171 knots of multiplicity greater than II J- 1 - I, we 
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prove it when there are m + 1 such -knots, ‘/7 being one of them. Thez 
and 
Thus by the induction hypothesis 
Using these stronger conditions to prove necessity assume by contradiction 
that (A’, E, C, E) is poised but that e.g., for some i and p, 
Consider the problem of determining a spline with the knots 7~~ which is of 
degree f - 1 in (a, rUj, of degree 12 in (riU , bj and which interpolates (X, E, 
C, E). Only IZ + 1 + k - I’ - N,(a, q,J interpolation conditions need to be 
fulfilled, because the N,(a, ~~1 conditions on the Ith and higher derivatives 
in (a, ?,J are automatically satisfied. For the same reason the number of 
boundary conditions is reduced to p(i - 1) f q*(l), 
1-l n 
C ai,;t"'ja) + C b,jtcnei'(b) = 0, i = I,..., p(I - I), 
;=1 i=F 
C l+t’+j)(b) = 0, i = p(: - 1) 1 I,..., i’. 
.i=O 
there being only q*(Z) independent equations among the last I’ -- ~(1 - 1). 
On the other hand, the number of parameters needed to determine the 
spline is I + k - K(a, Q), which by assumption exceeds the total number 
of conditions to be fulfilled, n + 1 + k - N[(a, qtij - r*(l) + q*(l). Hence 
a nontrivial spline fulfilling these requirements may be found, contradicting 
the poisedness of (X, E, C, 3). 
Whenever one the interlacing conditions, say I, involves equality for 
some I and 7U , the interpolation problem (X, E, C, 22) may be decomposed 
into two separate interpolation problems (X, El, C, 1 iF$j and (X, E2 , C, ) iTe) 
the former being poised if and only if the latter two are poised. (X, E,, Cl, L&l) 
is the interpolation problem with the nontrivial conditions that remain of 
(A’, E, C, 8) when the spline is required to be of degree ! - 1 in (a, 7,) and 
of degree II elsewhere; (X, E, , C2 , &j is an interpolation problem in (a, 7,) 
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for splines of degree 12 - I with the knots 9i of multiplicity min(R,, n + 1 - I), 
i = I,..., p - I, satisfying those interpolation conditions of E,(n + 1 - Z) 
which lie in (a, qU), as well as from among the last r*(l) boundary conditions 
those r*(l) - q*(l) involving only the end point a. The analysis in this case 
is similar to the one used when equality occurs in the Polya conditions. The 
precise statement of this decomposition result, however, is quite lengthy and 
cumbersome. Since it will not be used in subsequent developments, serving 
only to enlarge the class of poised interpolation problems, we dispense with 
a more complete elaboration. For the case I = 0 consult Karlin and Karon [4]. 
Often it is convenient to have a set of explicit inequalities between the 
sets (x~“‘]-‘~z and {.!J& , instead of the previous interlacing conditions. The 
following theorem provides such a criterion. Denote 
k(1) = N, + r”(Z) - (n + 1 - r> 
= I + k - M74 - p(Z - I), 1 = o,..., n, (M-1 = p(-I) = 0) 
and assume the Polya condition holds so that k(l) < k. Note that the inter- 
lacing conditions are empty if k(Z) < 0. 
THEOREM 2.4. The interlacing conditions hold for a given 1, with 
0 -=c k(Z) < k, if and onlJ7 if there exists a subset of 8, 8, = (~&c7’, and an 
integer A, r*(Z) - q*(l) < X <p*“(I), such that 
wherever it makes sense; with the added exception that equality is permitted 
(i) at the left hand if xieA = & 
(ii) at the right hand z~x~+~+~-~-,, = tz: . 
Proof. It is easily verified that (2.2) implies the interlacing condition for 
that 1. We base our proof of the converse on the observation that in case 
k(l) = k the theorem has been proven in [12]. The proof may therefore be 
completed by induction once it is established that whenever k(Z) < k it is 
possible to delete a knot from the set S, yielding a set E’, in such a fashion 
that the interlacing conditions remain valid for 3’. 
Let k(Z) < k. By the method of [12] it can be shown that there exists 
an integer p, r*(r) - q*(l) < p <y*(I), such that ~~t)~+~~(~)-~ < & <
(1) 
Xi+a+1-7-u 2 i = l,..., k, (we will disregard the exceptions i, ii for their 
inclusion would not change the considerations, only make them more 
cumbersome). Recapitulating the main points in arriving at this conclusion, 
conditions 1 and 2 imply that certainly x&+(1)+6(1)-~ < cI <xI:),+~-~--,.*,~,+~*(~). 
Thus either xi!,’ < c, , in which case we can simply take p = r*(I) - q*(l), 
or there exists a least integer V, v <p*(Z), such that ~kfl,+~~+~ < ei, 
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i = l,...: k. v being least implies the existence of an index il , for which 
ti, d .YI:~,+~~+(~)-~ and on this basis conditions 3 and 4 show that for the 
same v 5. < x$+-~-~,. Taking p then to be the largest integer v, p ::< i~“(i)S 
for which sj~y+A(lj-~ < tI < ~2’) tit2fl--l--Y it follo&s that p*(l) - q*(i) .Z ,P or 
a contradiction with condition 1 would ensue. 
“) Let iz be the least index such that fh < .x-~,-~ , if there is no such index ive 
have finished for then the last knot may be deleted. It follows that for i (: A, 
si!!, < <, and fi < -Y~+~+~-~-~ : for i > h, ~jfi,+~,,,~_, < ti and, by condition 3, 
5; < x;i,-~-,* . Deleting ch to obtain E’, it is necessary to check that tl:e 
interlacing conditions hold for E’ only on intervals containing the knot &, I 
Take for example EL < Eicl < [ < f.- h , -, 1 < c, and denote by ;i”(& ~ Ei) = 
J - i - 2 the number of knots of E’ in (5; ) &). S&e rvi!, < [! 2nd 
[j < .Y~.:!jl-I-, , NIIEf , [j] < j - i - 1 + li - i grO\'ing A;,[[; ~ &j < 
II + 1 - i + K’(t< . [,;). Similarly Nj[[; , hj < N, - r + !A whence 
pro\?ng condition 2, since k(l) < k and p cs p*‘(ii. Checking the remaining 
conditions is equally simp!e. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. In order to illustrate the use of this theorem let us see \vhat 
restrictions it imposes in the following example discussed by Karlin and 
Karon [lj]. Consider the interpolation probiem!‘without boundary conditions) 
corresponding to the incidence matrix 
at the points 0, s1 ~ s, , 1, for a spline t(.u> of degree 3 with the knot5 
0 < :I < fe < 1. Here X,, = ‘,O, x1 : .yl : I, , s2 - 1: and k(G) = 2. .Y1 = 
2Ls, ) x1 ) .Y? , x1] and k( 1) = 1, while k(2) -= 0, k(J) = ~ 1. Thus the 
condition for / = 0 requires that 0 < 5, < I~1 and s1 -:: .$? ( 1. the condiric:~ 
for I = 1 that either s, < E, < x2 or x1 < cy ( s2, where equality is 
permitted, e.g., at the left if the interpolation conditions at s1 are taken a~ 
conditions on T’(x~), t”(x,-). In summary, the interlacing conditions require 
2t least one knot to be in [x, , s-J. In the next section it will be shown that 
this condition is also sufficient for uniqueness. 
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3. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR UNIQUE HB INTERPOLATION BY SPLINES 
THEOREM 3.1. Let there be given the (n + 1)-incidence matrix E cor- 
responding to the points X = (xfyy , the knots S = {<i}T and the boundar~~ 
form C which satisjies Postulate I. Assume that the Polya condition (2.1) 
and the interlacing conditions hold. If E contains no supported odd blocks then 
the spline interpolation problem (X, E, C, 9) is poised. 
This section is devoted to proving the above theorem. Since a complete 
proof would be rather lengthy and abound in technical details, we elaborate 
it only in the case where all the knots are simple. This case is common enough 
to be of interest by itself yet many technicalities which arise in the general 
situation do not appear. Some pointers to treating the general case, are 
contained in an earlier version of this paper, which is available on request. 
In order to keep the presentation self-contained we recall from [lo] the 
definitions of the Y-function for a spline t(x) of degree n, with only simple 
knots. Assume t(x) + 0 everywhere. 
a. At a point X- different from a knot and such that t(*)(-U) + 0 the 
polynomial definition (1.7) is adopted. 
b. At a knot fj such that t”“‘(Ej-)t’“‘(~j+) + 0 define 
W(t; tj;., = s+(-t'~y&), t""-l'(fj), t"y&+>) - 1, 
(3.1) 
Y(t”‘; fjj = W(t; fj) + S+(t’i’(f;J)y + S+((-l)? t'i'(fj+));" - (17 - I). 
c. Over an interval [E+ [j,] in which t'"'(x) = 0, with t('z)(&$"l)(f.$ &O 
w(ti [tj, 3 Ej,]) = S+t--t’“‘(Sj,>3 t'"-l'(tj,), t’“‘(f~j) - l, 
y(t"'i [tj, > tj?l) (3.2) 
= R'(t; [fjL ) (j,]) + S'(t"'((j,)):' + S+((-1)” t'i'((t,))F - (M - I). 
d. Let a be the largest integer such that t’*)(a) + 0. If t(lz)(x) = 0 in 
(a, fj) but t “‘)(fj+) + 0, 
W(t; (a, E,-]) = S+(t(“)(a), t’“‘(fj+)), 
(3.3) 
Y(t”‘; (a, fi]) = W(t; (a, fj]) - S’((-1)’ t”‘(a)): + S+((- l)i t’“‘(fj+))‘r. 
Let /3 be the largest integer such that t’“)(b) + 0. If ttn)(xj = 0 in 
(& , 1; but t'll'((j-) + 0, 
W(t; [fj , b)) = S+(t’“‘(f,J, (~ l)n-o t”‘(b)), 
(3.4) 
Y(t”); [tj , b)) = W(t; [fj , 6)) + S+@)(tj-)); - S+(t’i’(b));. 
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f. Finally, define Y(t”); (n, 6)) and FV(r; (a, 6)) by summing over all the 
appropriate expressions. For example if t(x) has two knots and the ;zth 
derivative vanishes only in (5, , b), then 
Here, e.g., Y(f; (~1, e,)) is defined as for polynomials by summing Y(t; JJ<) 
over all the zeros yi of any of the derivatives of t. 
Renmrk 3.1. It is to be noted that definition b is such that properties 
(1. IO)-(1 ~ 13) remain true at a knot. In particular, for an even block of zero 
data of length 21 at a knot tj Y(t; lj) 3 21. With these definitions in hand 
one easily derives the following results, [12]. 
qt; (a, bj) + s+((-l)i t’“‘(a)); + s+p(b)>,; = 11 + w(f; (a, b)). (3.5) 
Note in particular that simple estimates for FV(t; (a, b)) are arailable, For 
example, if I(~)(X) does not vanish anywhere in itI , cIL), then 
bqt; (a, 6)) < k - s+(tya), (-lj~+~~-wyb)j. (3.6) 
COROLLARY 3.1. lkder the conditions of Proposition 3.1, $0~ f < m << .;: 
yp; (a, 6)) + ‘in; [Sf((-1)” tqa + E)jY + S’(f’%7 - E))r’] 
= Y(e); (a, b)) + III - I. (3.7) 
Proof of TheoreIn 3.1. Assume by contradiction that the problem is not 
poised, so that there exists a nontrivial spline t(x) of degree at most 15 inter- 
polating (X, E, C, 8), where E contains only simple knots, In the following 
two lemmas it will be shown that t(x) cannot be of degree 11. Thus I(.:) Is 
actually a polynomial of degree at most IZ - 1 interpolating (XT El I Cl@- I)), 
EI consisting of the first IZ columns of E. Since the latter problem satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 1.4 it follows that t(.u) = 0, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let E contain only Hennite data or even b/o&s. Then the 
@ine t(x) interpolating (X, E, C, S) cannot be of degree 12. 
Proof. Supposing for the moment that t(x) G 0 everywhere we show in 
three representative situations that t(x) cannot be of degree 11, the general 
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situation being a combination of these three cases. Since C conforms to 
Postulate I, Proposition 1.1 implies that 
Sf((- l)i t(i)(a)); + S’(r’“‘(b))o” + S+(t(fii(a), (- l)k++B t’“‘(@) 3 I’. 
Substitution in (3.5) yields that if r(x) is of degree II then 
Y(r;(a, 6)) + I” < n + W(t; (a, b)) + S+(tca)(a), (-1)~+n-Dr’“‘(6)). (3.8) 
Our aim is to arrive at a contradiction with this estimate. 
1. If t(l’)(.~) never vanishes then in view of Remark 3.1 Y(t; (a, b)) > 
M, = 12 + 1 + k - F, contradicting (3.8) by virtue of (3.6). 
2. Assume next that t(x) is of degree I in (f, , tUGI) but of degree II 
everywhere else. Taking definition c of Y(t; [E, , eU+J) and adding the 
polynomial identity (1.8) 
Y,(C (5, , 5,+1N +s+((-l)” P&J); + ~‘(~‘~‘(~,+1,>5 -  = 0, 
where Y,(t; -7) = S+(r(i)(.u)h + S+((-l)it’i)(V~))~ - I, one obtains after a 
rearranging of terms 
Y(C t4,i ,L+11) = Ydt; [E, 3 L+J + WC kc 9 L+d 
+ s+(t’q&-), (-1)+-l t”‘(&), (- l)n-z t’“‘(E,=& 
f 17 - I - 2. (3.9) 
Because of (l.lO)-(1.12), Y,(t; [f, , EU+J) equals at least the number of 
conditions in [4, , [U+I] on t and its derivatives up to order 1, i.e., 
Ytr; E, , 5,+J) >, &E, , Eu+J - S+& , L+J. Interlacing colldition 3 
requires N2+r[~,,  fU+J < 17 - 1, yielding the estimate 
Y(t; (a, b)) > II + k - 1 - I’ + WC [E, , &+11) 
+ s+(t’“‘(&-), (-1)+-I t’“‘(,$,;& 
On the other hand 
W(t; (a, 5,)) < p - 1 - Sf(t’n’(a), (- 1)“~W”‘(&-)) 
whence 
WC (a, EJ + WC CL+1 ? b)) < k - 2 - S+(t’“‘(a), (-l)k’i”-z t’“‘(b)) 
+ s+(t’“‘(~,->, (-1y t’“‘(f:+J). 
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Substituting the two expressions in (3.8) yields 
which is possible only if n - 1 is odd and the equahty sign holds. In particular 
there must be equality in the interlacing condition iVr+I[tU , eLI+J = i: - i: 
but then II - I must be even since the interpolation conditions contributing 
to N,+,[f, , fg+J have to come in even blocks. 
3. Finally let us examine the case where f(x) is of degree I in (a, tl). 
i’ .< 1~ - 2, but of degree 11 everywhere else. Proceeding similarly to condition 
2 while using definition d 
Since rank 11 A,..I+l , B,,,,,, 11 > p(l) + q*(l + 1) it follows from Proposition 
1.1 that 
s+((- 1y f”‘(a)); -L Sf(f’“‘(b)),” + s’(f”f(a), Efyb)) ,, p(f) + q”(/ + 1) 
where < = (- l)l-p(l)fu*(lll)?-n-~+~. Hence, with SL((-l)~t~C’(a)); = i: - : 
Y(t: (a, 6)) + S’((-I)’ P(a)); -+ S+(r’Qjj; 
>, 17 + k + 1 - s+(t’7’(a), Ef(‘“yb))~ 
Substituting this expression in (3.5) and using (3.5) we get 
which is possible only if tl - I - r”(I + I) + @(1 + 1) is odd and the 
equality sign applies. Again it is seen that these two requirements cannot 
be fulfilled at the same time. 
In order to complete the proof of this lemma we have to dispose of the 
possibility that f(x) = 0 in some subinterval, say (f,-, , 5,). In that case 
the interval may be contracted to a point, i.e., we consider tI(x) defined in 
(a + 8, b), A = f, - fupl , by t,(x) = f(x - 0) for x < f, and f,(x) = r(x) 
for .Y > t,, . In this process at most N,,[~U-l, [,] < n + 1 interpolation 
conditions are lost, which arc compensated for by the gain of the conditions 
f:j’(&J = 0, j = 0 )...) M - I, and the loss of a knot. An equivalent inter- 
polation problem is therefore obtained, the only difference being that the 
new number of knots no longer equals k and Postulate I may therefore not 
be satisfied. The effect of this is that in the previous arguments a contradiction 
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can seemingly be avoided; for example in case 1 the conclusion would be 
1 < S+(P)(a), (-l)“f’“)(b)) - S+(t’“‘(a), (-l)+(n)(b)) 
which would be possible if s+(t(,?l)(n), (- l)h--lt(PL)(b)) = 0. The latter implies 
B’(t,; (a, b)) = k- 1 which is the maximum possible value for this expression 
Hence tin)(x) must change sign wherever possible and in particular s+(ti”)(t,-), 
ty’([,+)) = 1. But then by definition Y(r, ; 5,) = IZ + 1 rather than the 
previously assumed n which makes again for a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose E contains no supported odd blocks. Then t(x) 
cannot be of degree n. 
Proof. We show how the arguments of Lemma 3.1, in each of its three 
cases have to be modified when unsupported odd blocks are present. As for 
polynomials we obtain in each of the three cases an analog of Lemma 1.1, 
with the following change of notation. Consider the interpolation points at 
which there are odd blocks of condition; let the point closest o fj from the 
left (right) have its highest odd block starting at the derivative of order at 
vj(uj’) where for odd blocks to the left (right) of Hermite data vj(vj’) but 
not vj’(vJ may occur at & . Define vO’, v~+~ similarly with respect to a, b. 
1. Lemma 1.1 remains valid for the spline t(x) when t(,ll)(x) # 0 
everywhere ,i.e., 
y(t; (a, b)) + 1~s [S’((-1)’ t(‘)(a + E)):’ + S+(tti’(b - E)):+~] > M, . 
The proof also is exactly the same, when use is made of Corollary 3.1 instead 
of Corollary 1.1. Thus a contradiction is obtained as in the previous lemma 
because the assumption that the odd blocks are unsupported implies that the 
matrix jj 11(-l) h+ll-ia,j ~l~~=,,j”=,;, /I btj l\Ll,y:>+l jj remains SC, and of rank I’. 
7 -. Suppose that t(x) is of degree 1, 1 < n - 1, in 0, , tU+J but of degree 
n everywhere else. For definiteness assume that v, 2 v,’ >, vptl > vL+~ and 
that the Hermite data occur to the right of [U+l. 
(a) Let 1 3 V, . Then by the method of Lemma 1.1 
Y(r (a 5 )) + lim S+((-l)i tCi)(a + l )):’ 
; ,I;,d, f,) <?i$l S’(P& - c)>p + VU 
UC [CL > L+d 
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Thus by adding and using (3.9) 
leading again to a contradiction, since, as in case 2 of the previous lemma7 
A~r7+1EE,L , fu411 has to be even 0 Z vu). 
(b) Let V, > I > v;,, . The changes in the estimates of (a) are that 
in the expression for Y(t; (a, &J), limCL,, S’+(tCi’(& - Ej)p = S+(t(i)(&Jji: + 
vu - ! - I + ,S’+(r(“(f& (-l)+r-lt(“)([,)) while the estimate for 
Y7!f; EL”, ~,%+~lj is replaced by 
Hence one obtains the estimate 
y( t; (a, b)) -/- lirn [S+((- I)’ t(?)(a + E)):’ + S’(t’“‘(b -- E)y:+j 
Cd.0 
3 ~7 + k - I + W’(t; [.$, , &,+J> f S-(t”“(&J, -f’“‘(t;+d> 
which suffices to establish a contradiction, in spite of the fact that 
NC+&, ~ tU+J may be odd in this case. 
id If V&l > I there are the further changes in the estimates of (a) 
in addition to those described under (b): In the expression for Y(r; (&+z I b)) 





= Sf((- l)i P(< ))” + ’ u+1 0 V&l - I - 1 + s+(t'~'(~,+,>, -t'"'(~,ril)) 
while the expression for Y(t; [tU , t,J) becomes 
Thus using (3.9) without estimating Nz+l[l, , [U+l] 
However, since the conditions in [lU , E,J can start only at the derivative 
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of order v:,~, or the odd block starting at v:+~ would be supported, and 
since E + 1 < v:+~ it follows from the interlacing conditions that 
~,,lC~, ,5u+Il = N&u 3 LII e ‘1 + 1 - 4+1 ’
These two estimates combine to again give a contradiction. 
3. Suppose that t(x) is of degree I in (a, &j and of degree II everywhere 
else. 
(a) Let I 3 vl’ so that there may be conditions on derivatives of t(x) 
lower than I; let the highest odd block of such conditions at the point closest 
to a start at v (i.e., v < v,,‘). We have then Y(t; (a, <J) = Y,(t; (a, EJ) and 
YJt; (a 6 1) 3 -1 + lim S+((-1)’ t(i)(a + E)>” t&O 0 
> M,(a f ] + lim S+((-l)i t”)(t 7 1 EL0 1 
+ E))“~’ 0 
Y(t. ([, , b)) + lim S+(t’i’(b - e))yIL+I 3 
CL0 0 
Hence 
2 Al R (fl , b) - lim S+((- l)i t(“)(f 
E/O 1 
+ E))“~’ 0 * 
Y(t; (a, b)) + inn [Sf((-l)i P(a + E)); + S+(P)@ - E))~“] 
3 17 + k + 1 - r - %,,(a, &I. 
From this point we may proceed as in 3 of the previous lemma up to the 
point where it is seen that a contradiction can be avoided only if there is 
equality in the interlacing condition N,+,(a, <J = II - 1 - r + p(Z) + 
q*(Z + 1) and in addition this quantity must be odd. Here Nz,,(n, fI] may 
indeed be odd, since there may be odd blocks of conditions on derivatives 
of order higher than 1. However, since these odd blocks are unsupported it 
must be that Agy.l+l = 0. Hence rank B,.,l+z = p(Z) and thus rank B,.,.+l = 
q 3 p(Z) + q*(Z + 1). Moreover, if t(x) satisfies the boundary conditions 
it means in effect that xy=, bijt(“-j)(b) = 0 i = l,..., I’. Consequently 
5’+(t’i)(b))z;+I 3 p(Z) + q*(Z + 1) and hence 
Y(t; (a, b)) + S+((-l)i P’(a)):: + S’(t(i’(b)); > n + k + 1 
a contradiction to (3.5) and (3.6). 
(b) If Z < vl’ then Mz(a, [,] = 0 from which N(+,(a, E,] < 12 + 
1 - VI’ - Y + p(v,‘) + q*(vl’ + 1). In the estimate of (a) for Y(t; (5, , b)), 
lim S+((- l)l t(‘)([ 
CL0 1 
+ E))“” 0 
= S’((- 1)” t(“)(f ))” + 1 0 VI' - 1 - S+(P(a), t’“‘(&+)). 
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Note that the last term equals W(t; (a, E,]). Using 
qt; (a, &]) + S’((-l)i P(a)): = . s-((-1)’ t’Q-,,): 
and the fact, explained in (a), that S+(t(i’(b))z,+l >, F(v~‘) + q”(+’ T 1) we 
get the estimate 
which contradicts (3.5) and (3.6). 
Tlze proof of Theorem 3.1 for the case of simple knots is hereby completed, 
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